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this is among the biggest falls in the sangli district. the dabbemane is located around 5kms from the manvi, where the fossil remains of fossilized elephant, deer,
and ox have been discovered. this place is very famous among those who love trekking and going for caves and waterfalls. most of the tourists who visit this

location are hippies, who come here to meditate and do yoga. this waterfalls are popular among adventure enthusiasts and people of shimoga. those who prefer
trekking can go here along with pana and thimmanna waterfall. another important thing is that this is the most dangerous falls in the district. you can go to

dabbemane waterfall along with the dabbemane, thimmanna, and pana waterfalls. the dabbemane waterfall is the best waterfall in the district which is found at an
altitude of 1200 feet. the best time to go is during the monsoon season. the trek along the trail is very tough. the whole dabbemane waterfall can be reached in 7
km. however, the best time to go here is during the summer. you can choose to go during off-peak or mid-season or during the summer months as the trails are
easy to travel. dabbemane waterfall is the easiest to reach among all the dabbemane, thimmanna, and pana waterfalls. the total length of the trek is 30 km, and

the length of the path is 5 km. however, the best time to visit dabbemane waterfall is during may or june. during these months, there is a sound of many waterfalls
that can be heard. the walk is relatively easy and will take you approximately 7-8 hours. this is one among the largest waterfalls in the district. the dabbemane falls
are surrounded by rocky boulders. hence, the location is considered to be very dangerous. the trek is a tough one and the bottom of the waterfall is a very slippery

mud.
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Upon the discovery of the Dabbe movie, all we knew that we should know, was that it was a huge hit in the scene. We instantly knew that it will take its spot in the
ranks of other Bollywood Hindi movies that have taken the world by storm. The movie had everything that a movie is suppose to have. Tight scripting, captivating
plot, impressive music, beautiful photography, tons of action scenes, blood and guts, even some lyrical couplets and last, but not least, the most important feature
of making a movie – star power. From the incredible performance by the lead actor, Arshad Warsi, to the secondary role of the female lead, actor, Manisha Koirala;
there is not a single reason why you can’t go watch this movie. This is a must watch. You have been warned! While Dabbe is not very famous for its natural beauty,
it is the place that is situated in Kodagu, the hill station of Kodagu district. It is one of the top 10 spots to visit in Karnataka. Thrill seekers have different thresholds

of fear and each one of them might find Dabbe, in terms of sheer fear, quite scary. The coming of the monsoon brings the rains and a lot of tourists come to see
Dabbe Falls. Apart from the waterfall, one must visit the places where the festival of Holi is celebrated. One will find numerous water balloons, squirts, bangles,
masks and other accessories strewn all over the place. People come to indulge in a fun time and hang out in the midst of the festivities. In this case, one could

choose to go during the holidays. Dabbe is an evergreen waterfalls situated in Kodagu, the special hill station of Karnataka and India. It is one of the top 10 most
visited tourist places in India and around an hour by road from Mysore. 5ec8ef588b
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